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The IRG#12 makes the following resolutions:

Resolution IRG M12.1: Extension B printing format

The IRG accepts the printing format recommendation, N615R.

The IRG also instructs its Rapporteur to present N615R to WG2 in the next WG2 meeting (WG2 #36) in Japan for consideration.

Resolution IRG M12.2: Response to N608, comments on Radical naming

The IRG accepts the response document, N616.

The IRG also instructs its Rapporteur to forward N616 to Michael Everson, Ireland and submit N616 to WG2 #36 for use in the disposition of comments.

Resolution IRG M12.3: Response to Mike Ksar’s e-mail, N617

The IRG accepts the review process outlined in Mr. Mike Ksar’s email, N617. The IRG will follow the publication procedure and instructs its Rapporteur to circulate the camera-ready copy of both of the CJK Unified Ideograph blocks to national/regional experts for final review.

Resolution IRG M12.4: Editorial report, N618

The IRG accepts the editorial report, N618 on the proofing of SuperCJK 4.0 (Extension B), N618, from the Editorial group.
The Editors will follow the schedule below:

a. Member bodies will confirm the check lists in N618 and submit the complete check reports to the chief editor, Mr. Chen Zhuang, by 21st Dec. 1998.

b. The IRG Editor, Ms. Wang Xiao Ming, will produce the SuperCJK 5.0 in the 3-glyph format outlined in N615R and the mapping table in electronic form by 8th February 1999. The SuperCJK 5.0 will be sent by express mail services and the mapping table will be e-mailed to all member bodies.

c. The IRG editor, Ms. Wang Xiao Ming, will produce the Extension B WD 2.0 by 5th March 1999 and submit this document to WG2 #36.

d. Member bodies should review the SuperCJK 5.0 and Extension B WD 2.0, submit any error report and submit their glyph preference lists in electronic form with glyph 2 bit maps if needed by 31st March 1999.

e. The chief editor, Mr. Chen Zhuang, will consolidate all the feedback into a summary report and circulate to member bodies by 15th April 1999.

f. The SuperCJK 6.0 should be completed by 10th May 1999 and will be reviewed in the IRG#13 to be held in Hong Kong.

**Resolution IRG M12.5 : Future meetings**

The IRG resolves to accept the following meeting schedule:

The IRG meeting #13 will be hosted by HKSARG and will be held in Hong Kong on 17-21 May 1999.
The IRG meeting #14 will be held in Singapore around December 1999
The IRG meeting #15 will be held in Taiwan around May 2000

**Resolution IRG M12.6 : Appreciation**

The IRG would like to express its sincere appreciation to the IRG#12 meeting host, Oracle Corporation, Mr. Bill Mainone, Mr. Michael Yau, Mr. Jian-Ping Yang, Mr. Stefan Buchta, Ms. Karyn Catena, the Unicode Consortium, Ms. Joan Aliprand, Mr. Mike Kernigan and all the supporting staff of Oracle for their excellent logistics, arrangement and hospitality.